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Life In Slaughter Town Kaufman Texas 13 images

Credit Vickery Eckhoff/N

Date January 08 2012

In pictures Life next door to the Dallas Crown horse slaughter plant in Kaufman Texas

They said they were good corporate citizens Bacon states in recent interview believe

iVs more accurate to describe them as corporate thugs
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Official and city staff documents describe Dallas Crowns per asive enironinental

violations including blood flowing east and west in the ditches from your plant it has

been oer 59 days and no apparent cleanup has occurred Yrur system has not impro
and subsequently it has gotten lot worse ords cannot express the seriousness of rccent

violations and the ads erse effects on the waste ater treatment plant and Please be sure

trailers are secured before leaving your premises to prevent spills noting also bones and

blood laying in front of the facility problems with bones and
parts in neighboring \ards and

the attraction of dogs and other animals

Handling Dallas Crowns sewage was about to cost Kaulinan S6 million for new waste

water treatment plant Within weeks of the plants closure waste watet plant capacity

increased dramatically

Dallas Crown Horse Slaughter PlantKaufman fexas 2005
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Dead Horse On Forklift At Dallas Crown Slaughter PlantKaufman Texas 2005

In D.a.i.ias CrQw..n plant mairager .r rm.sc.d to la.ct.gh.ie.r oi.iy ou.t.d.sta.te horses tiui.t

had outlived then usefulness These would he killed in fraction of seLond with

captrveholt device he claimed Other promises included having USDA inspector on site

each day to ensure that the plant operates undei goiernment iegulations and the
plant will

VtOtk und.e the idance of th.e humane .so.ciet
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Although Dallas Crown iolated humane laws by accepting blind lame severely injured and

untreated sick horses from kill buyers most of the horses slaughtered wure healths and fat

as residents of Kaufman observed by regularly watching the pens

There were all these shiny groomed horses Who shoes horse and sends it to slaughtcrT

asks Bacon Someone had cared for and about these horses only few days earlier

The stench was terrible sa Jualine Eldridge nurse at Texas Flealth Resources

Presbyterian Kaufman She and her husband Robert Fidridge respiratory therapist own

propert abutting the plant in lowincome black neighborhood The noise from clanging

and whinnying when they unloaded the horses at midnight as lust awful he says

Dallas Crown Holding PensKaufman Texas 2006
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There were great horse properties for sale in Kaufman hack when the plant was operating

with sandy soil and big mature trees and really great pricesjust what my clients from the

DallasFort Worth area with horses were asking for says Paula Ilooper Denmon of Fown

and Country Girls Real Estate But they wouldnt buy in Kaufman They were afraid theyd

come home from vork and find their barns empty hey didnt even want to drive into town

It as tainted

WARNING NEXT TWO IMAGES 6-7 ARE EXTREMELY GRAPHIC

Dallas Crown horses- Kaufman Texas 2005
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Dallas Crown Humane ViolationsKaufman Texas 2005

From Jan Nov 17 2005 USDA inspectors at Dallas Crosn photographed violations

committed under the Commercial Transpwt of Equines Slaughter Act hut didnt act on

them according to for that period obtained under the Freedom

of information Act

The document shoed extensive injuries some intentional inflicted kill buyers and

transporters like eyes gouged out to keep horses from fighting on the trailers especial

since stallions were packed in next to geldings and mares Both mares and geldings were also

subjected to intentional blinding
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Open containers of bloody hides horse heads legs and offal were left outside and also

transported leaking blood through the community Seeing horses carcasses on the

conveyor belt would break anyones heart says Jualine Eldridge
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Julie Caramante an independent equine cruelty investigator from Houston describes

following Dallas Crown rig and seeing body parts fall on the highway The cops pulled it

over watched as the driver was forced to climb down into the container to secure the load

says Caramante

flies and vermin it attracted

ts how long it

stunk the more
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One by one our neighbors couldnt take it and left the neighborhood It was horrible

Robert Eldridge says It stunk like manure and decaying flesh Everybody was affected The

kids didnt want to go out and p1ay

Jualine said It was all about money for Dallas Crown They wanted the plant but not in

their own backyards Just like Beltex which was in low-income Hispanic neighborhood in

Fort Worth They didnt care about us
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Vultures snakes rats cockroaches and flies plagued neighbors while Dallas Crown was

operating We get an occasional ulture now Robert Lidridge

Vulture in TreeKaufman exas 2005
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We go outside now We can barbecue and the kids can play Theres much better smell

says Robert Lidridge if they ever try and come back he added well fight them Were
not giving up our neighborhood We wont let them come back

2012
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